1 Cards put bit of egg in air conditioners (4)
2 Initially consider that female actress (4)
3 Messes up sound of songs (4)
4 Endless evening approaching (4)
5 Almost raw and largely red! (4)
6 Modify commercial with a point (5)
7 Path across tropical spot (5)
8 A property claim is strange (5)
9 One southern writer's skiing site (5)
10 Greet wild wading bird (5)
11 I get excited about high number (5)
12 Snake slipped into good son's pants (5)
13 The French apartment went up quickly (5)
14 Long after operator's to speak out (5)
15 Violet gives a bad review to health club (5)
16 Kettles having small supports (5)
17 Fur auction enthralling bachelor (5)
18 Unit to measure heat from the room (5)
19 Cat story's absorbing for all audiences (5)
20 Grasping device's point piercing clothing (5)
21 Name held by famous companion! (5)
22 Performer playing sitar at end of concert (6)
23 A tipster going around empty went to a restaurant (3, 3)
24 Recipients finished excellent speech's beginning (6)
25 Set in firmly along the way from the sound (6)
26 Dean upset about railroad trip that's short (6)
27 French star, English poet, and Elizabethans' leader making comeback (6)
28 Old man is revered Egyptian (6)
29 Wreaths we leave with New York city (6)
30 Remember very little about century (6)
31 Prepare leftovers recipe before he ate bananas (6)
32 Nullify race, correct error (6)
33 University nurse confused, not certain (6)
34 Those in their early stages rebuilt by Morse (7)
35 Pay attention to keeping the evergreen plant (7)
36 Fewer look the other way for tenants (7)
37 Drove wildly at road turn, and ultimately came late (7)
38 Those next-to-last house animals having nearly nothing (7)
39 Fills pitcher with bit of rum put into shakes (8)
40 Professor, rent out housing site in southern Italy (8)
41 Strong troll at beginning of story returned (8)
42 Put out serene outside space (9)
43 It's The Gap, pitching Italian specialty (9)
44 Notices pencil's lead breaks, poorly sharpened (10)
45 Steam a pro-war vet with unusual positions (5, 5)